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Abstract
This presentation will describe the results of a survey facilitated by the Association of Tribal
Archives, Libraries, and Museums (ATALM) as part of an NSF-funded project to explore
discovery, use, and access in anthropological archives at the National Anthropological Archives
(National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution). The national survey received
129 responses and included community members from ~50 tribal affiliations across the United
States and parts of Ontario, Canada. The scope of survey topics ranged from uses of archival
materials in community contexts and types of archival materials sought by users to suggestions
for improvements to research, access, and use as well as barriers in conducting archival research.
Preliminary findings suggest that many users are concerned with institution-community
relationship building, fees and paywalls, travel limitations, and digital access. Additionally, many
users express research interests involving oral histories and storytelling, language preservation,
and material culture.
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